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Repol:'t on 

STUDtES OF THE STABILIZATION OF THE BIG SIOUX RIVER 

AT THE INTERSTATE 29 BRIDGE CROSSING 

INTRODUCTION 

This l:'epol:'t describes the results of model studies of the Interstate-29 

bridge cl:'ossihgof the :ai'g S:i.otl:}t River near Sioux City, Iowa. These studies 

were concerned with the testing of the pl:'ovisions for protection of the bridges 

from seoul:' during future floods and the stabilization of the banks from further 

subsidence. Interstate-29 crosses the Big S;toux River about 1..5 miles above 

the confluence of the Big 5:i.oux with the Missouri River. A portion of the Big 

Sioux River and the 1-29 bridge crossing is shown in Photo 1, an aerial view of 

the site. The photograph shows the bend of the river in the neighborhood of 

the bridge and the alignment of the bridge with respect to the current of the 

river. 

As a consequence of a flood on April 1, 1962, one of the piers of the 

upstream bridge was undermined by scour and the bridge collapsed. A view of 

the fallen bridge is shown in Photo 2. Of particular interest, from the hy

draulic point of view, was the development of a relatively large SCOUl:' hole 

downstream of the two bridges. The precise reason for the occurrence of this 

scour hole in this area is not clear, although the wake downstream of the piers 

of the downstream bridge, the higher velocity between the piers of the down. 

stream bridge, and the presence of the collapsed upstream bridge in the channel 

undoubtedly were factors in causing the exoessive scour.· Following the flood 

and during the construction work involved in the reple,cement of the collapsed 

bridge and the additional underpinning of the remaining bridge, it was observed 

that a sizable portion of the left bank downstream of the remaining bridge sub

sided, as shown in Photo 3. The extent of the subsidence and its approach to 

the piers of the remaining bridge raised the fear that this pier might be 

damaged. The model studies 1-lere undertaken to investigate and suggest solutions 

for two conditions: (1) to provide protection for the piel:'s of the reconstruc

ted bridges from damage or undermining in the event of futUre floodS, and (2) to 

stabilize the banks in order to prevent further subsidence that could endanger 

the piers. 
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. This 'r.'epott "1~11 include: (1) a description of the model and its veri
£ioati6~, (z) the t-c9$ult.s of a study of the flow characteristios in the region 

of the p1'ers Ql9fio't's and after the correotive works had been installed, and (:3) 

a F;I'I:.UdY or the·influenoe of groins along the right bank of the river upstream 
ot the bridge on the flow pattern of the water passing through the bridge seo

tion. 

DESIGN .AND DESCRIPTION OF HYDRAULIC MODEL 

The model was constructed to a linear soale ratio of 1:75 and inoorpor
ated a section of the Big Sioux River from a point approximately liz mile up
stream of the bridges to a point approximately l/Z mile downstream of the 

bridges. This length of river was included in order to provide the proper 
entrance conditions as well as to incorporate the pronounced bend of the river 
immediate~ downstream of the two bridges. The model was a so-called movable 
bed model with the side walls molded in concrete to oonform to the general 
configuration of the river. The bed consisted of sand obtained from the Mis

souri River with a mean size of 0.18 mm. This size sand was chosen, based 
upon past experience, as a sediment which would move and permit scour to devel
op for such disoharges as would exist in the model. Chart 1 shows the general 

layout of the hydraulic model including the centerline of the two bridges and 

the location of the piers for eaoh. 

The water supplY came direotly by gravity from the laboratory supp~ 

flume through a lZ.inch pipeline and was controlled by a Qydraulically operated 
lZ-inch valve. The discharge was measured by a oalibrated orifioe in the sup

PlY line. At the downstream end of the model was a sediment trap and tailgate. 

The sediment trap was for the purpose of collecting sediment that had been 
transported out of the model during the course of the experiments. B.1 means 

. of the tailgate, the water surfaoe elevation in the neighborhood of the bridge 

piers could be oontrolled or manipulated to represent any prescribed stage of 
the Missouri River. Prior to any experiment the sand bed could be and was 
molded to oorrespond with the bed elevations as measured in the field. 

The model was designed to be operated in accordance with the Froude 
criterion for similarity since such open channel flows or riV'ers funotion as 
a consequence of the force of gravity. Since water is the fluid medium in 
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both inst~noes, the,following l"~tios relate ooourrences in the model to those 
in the prototro9, that is; the river itself. These ratios are given in terms 

of the e:rbitrar$.1$ bh6se\.'l iength ... soa1e ratio. 

stMItARIry RELATIONSHIPS IN MODEL TESTS 

Hodol Property 

Lengths 

Areas 

Velooities 

Disoharges 

sq ft 

tps 

ofs 

Traotive Forces psf 

Ratio -
L := L :::: 1:75 l' ,r 

Ar = L1'2 = 1:5625 

V = L 1/2 = 1:8.66 
l' l' 

Q := L 5/2 := 1:48.712 
l' l' 

,. := L = 1:75 
l' l' , 

Beoause the transport and scour of sedimentary materials is dependent 
upon the oharacteristics of the Pl'ototype sediment and because the laws of 
similarity for sediment transpol't involve other forceS in addition to the 
foroe of gravity, the similarity relationships a1'6 considerably more oompli
cated and not well undel'stood~ Fol' this reason as well as the necessity of 
adjusting the model to obtain similarity of flow pattern in all its important 
featul'es, the model must be vel'ified by comparing its operation and results 
with known conditions and flows in the prototype. Since the collapse of the 
upstream bridge as the result of seoul' aroU!ld one of the piers, whioh occurred 
during the extreme flood of Apl'il, 1962, was the reason for these model studies, 

"~, this was obv'iously the event to be oompal'ed in the model and the prototype in 
the verification process.. Another reason fol' adjusting the model to correspond 
to this event was that a considerable amount of field survey data was available 
as a oonsequence of the oatastrophe, and in addition certain other observations 
were made by ·observers .. who "were prese:r;>.t shortly .. after the oollapS'e .. , There ... 

fore, in preparation for the test series to be undertaken to stuqy the stabili. 
zation scheme for the banks of the Big Sioux River~ a number of model tests 
were made for the purpose of establishing the correct hydraulio geometry and 
the mode of operation in the model. The cn teria for these tests were the 
comparison of model data with various data collected at the site during and 
after the flood. These data included water surface and bed profiles, bed 
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t(l'oss"$abb.ons, hydrologic records, and photographs taken during and after the 

c~ila'pse of the north bridge. Some photos and other data for pre.-flood condi

tiobS ~e~e available for use in establishing the original model geometry. 

In a preliminary test the banks of the river were positioned approxi

mately in aocordance with pre-flood photos and available data. The bad was 

molded to Elev. 1071 and the piers and assooiated piling for the original 

bridges were put in place in the model. The model was run oontinuously for 

48 hours with periodic observation of developments. The stage at the bridges 

was maintained at Elev. 1090.8, as observed in the prototype. The test was 

marked by severe bank erosion and almost negligible bed degradation. It was 
concluded from this test that the upstream reach of the model would have to 

be stabilized in order to preserve the correct approach geometry and to elimin

ate the bed load which was tending to reduce the depth of soour in the test 

section. A second test was made in whioh a layer of fine gravel was plaoed on 

the upstream bed and banks of the model dO'nl to a seotion located 10 ft upstream 

of the crossing. The riprap stookpile as found in the prototype was placed on 

the right bank about 200 ft upstream of the bridge so that it would ravel into 

the stream as the bank erosion proceeded. The right bank in the vioinity of 

the bridges was also armored with fine gravel in an atte~pt to duplicate the 

armor plaoed on this bank after the flood of 1960. A flow of 55,000 cfs was 

established in the model and maintained for two hours. The left bank (in the 

vioinity of the bridges) had scoured to a maximum of about 13 ft at the bridge 

piers. It was apparent that under these conditions the bed would not erode 

enough to undermine a pier. After some consideration of the field conditions 

r,\. (geometry and nature of the bed material) it was concluded that in nature 

, I 

there would be no bed load entering the bridge section. The bed material in 

the river is approximately SO per cent clay and 50 per cent silt which form a 

cohesive bed. Erosion then depended upon the bond between the particles which 

was much larger than the critical tractive force of the individual particles. 

When erosion occurred these particles were immediately carried away in suspen

sion and did not oontribute to the rate of supply into the area undergoing 

scour. 

In a river wit.h a non-cohARive bed a oonsiderable quantity of sediment 
is transported as bed load. This bed load has a pronounced effect on the 

scour pattern which will form in the vicinity of an obstruction. Thus the 
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scour hole vrll1 daepeh ~nly Uht11 oqui1ibrium is reached between the transpor

tation into and out d:r~he St'H~hon. If no sediment is being transported to 

supply the area und~rgblrl~ ~cOUr, the depth of scour will then depend upon the 

size of the sediment making up the bed in this vicinity and the velocity pat

tern inducing the scour. In order to simulate the condition in the prototype 

of no bed load transport into the region of the bridges, the upstream portiol) 

of the model was stabilized by extending the fine gravel down to a point only 

2 ft upstream of the site. This represented the condition in the prototype 

where any erosion that took place upstream of the bridge became suspended load 

and was transported in suspension through the critical section. 

Following these preliminary adjustments of the model, additional ex

periments were made to verity that the model performed as the prototype. 

Verification Test V-l 

The first verification test was undertaken with the bed upstream of the 

bridge stabilized and the banks in the vicinity of the bridge positioned in 

accordance "(.Tith post ... flood data. The bed TrJas molded to Elev. 1071 ft. "'lhen 

the flow was established (55,000 cfs) it was noticed that the angle of skew 

of the flow to the piers was not quite as great as observers at the site had 

reported. To correct this situation the left stabilized bank upstream of the 

bridges was extended out into the flow during the run until the angle of skew 

of the flow had been adjusted. After 3 hours of operation, pier :3 of the 

downstream bridge collapsed as shown in Photo 4. The fallen pier and the 

erosion pattern around pj.er :3 of the upstream bridge is shown in Photo 5. The 

erosion near pier :3 of the upstream bridge was also quite severe so that it 

appears to be a matter of chance as to 1t1hich of the piers would fail first. 

Charts 2 and :3 document this erosion test. 

Chart 2 sho'VTs the plan and profile along the longitudinal centerline 

while Chart :3 sho'lrrs cross-secttons taken at the upstream and the downstream 

bridges. The bed in this region was somewhat littered with fine gravel (con

tamination in the Missouri 9 s sand plus ravelled materials from the stabilized 

regions upstream of the bridges) whioh, no doubt, impeded the bed erosion. 

In Chart :3 the comparison between the cross.-seoUons generated in the model 

and that in the prototype shows that the right bank suffered considerablY more 

erosion in the model than in the prototype. At pier :3 the model erosion is 
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nearly 20ft greater. At the oertter 6f the river the opposite is true; the 
model erosion being 10 to l5 ft less. The oross~seotion along the centerline 
of tbe'upstr~am bridge sho~ in bbArt 3 also indioates that the erosion in the 
model was oonsiderably le~~' than that in the prototype in this region. If the 
additional restriotion oaused by the fallen superst~oture had be~n present in 
the model, the model and prototype erosion would probably have been more 
oomparable. 

Verifioation Test V~2 

The model was remolded and the riprap stockpile on the upstream right 
bank was installed. Photo 6 shows the flow pattern in the model 2-1/2 hours 
after the start of the test. The riprap stookpile defleoted the flow toward 

I,' pier 3 of the upstream bridge, whioh oollapsed shortly before the photograph 
was taken. The general flow pattern, separation zone, defleotion frDm the 
riprap stookpile, and the direction of the high velocity stream seem to be in 
good agreement qualitatively with the prototype flow pattern as obtained from 
field photographs. Photo 7 shows the fallen pier after the flow had been 
stopped. The bridge decking consisting of spans 1, 2, and 3 and the fallen 
piers 2 and 3 were introduced into the model and positioned on the bed as indi. 
oated b,y field observations. The flow of 55,000 ofs was reestablished and 
maintained for about 4-1/2 hours. At this point, pier 4 and span 4 were atri
ficially oollapsed to represent the event in the prototype. The flow pattern 

for these conditions is shown in Photo 8, after which the test was continued 
for another 2 hours and Photo 9 was taken to show the resulting scour pattern. 

Chart 4 is a plot of the erosion contours and longitudinal profile at 
the completion of the experiment. The cross-sections measured at the upstream 
and downstream bridges are shown in Chart 5. In Chart 4 the scour pattern 
through the bridges shows that the erosion degraded the bed to E1ev. 1040. The 
cross-sections presented in ,Chart 5 show tha.t the two sets of model data, that 
is, with piers alone and with superstructure, bracket the prototype data quite 
well, and that the best agreement was obtained at the upstream bridge. The 
agreement in regard to shape of the eroded oross_sectionis rather good. It 
appeared that if the stabilized banks in the model were adjusted sligbt~ the 
agreement would be even better. 



Verii'ioation.Test,V"3 

Before ftirthe~ tests .were made in the undistorted model, a test was 

made to determitle the eff~ct of a distorted model on the erosion pattern and 

the r~te of erosion. This ~as dOfieb,y inoreasing the discharge but maintaining 

the same stage at the bridges by adjusting the tailgate. A flow of 65,000 ofs 

was established and the tailwater lowered to obtain the lowest possible stage 

at the bridges. This was found by measurement to be Elev. 1092.4 ft. For this 

condition, erosion at the site of the bridges was extremely severe. In about 

10 minutes pier 3 of the upstream bridge fell. After 2 hours pier 3 of the 

downstream bridge also collapsed. The results of these tests are shown in 

Charts 6 and 7. Chart 6 ShOv7S the erosion contours and the longitudinal profile 

along the centerline and shows that pier 3 of the upstream bridge was complete

ly undermined and that pier 3 of the downstream bridge was undermined suffi_ 

ciently to be unstable. The corresponding cross-sections for the condition 

described in this test are shown in Chart 7. These indicate that the piers 

would be quickly undermined. Based upon this test, it was concluded that dis

tortion of the model would not be necessary in order to obtain a good compari

son between the model and the prototype. The experiment did indicate, however, 

the character of the erosion that could occur for this extreme disoharge and 

high slope compared to the flow conditions for the 1962 flood of 52,000 cfs and 

water surface Elev. 1090.8 at the bridge crossing. 

Ver:l.fication Test V:"4 

Test V-4 is similar to verification test V-2. The stabilized right bank 

in the vicinity of the bridges was adjusted slightly and the model remolded. 

Photo 10 shows the bridge crossing and the bridges prior to the test. Addi

tional information from the field indicated that the maximum discharge was 

52,000 cfs so that test V-4 was carried out using this slightly lower maximum 

discharge. The flow pattern through the bridge piers after pier 3 had fallen, 

in about 1-1/2 hours from the beginning of the test, is shown in Photo 11. The 

erosion pattern that corresponds to this operation is shown in Photo 12. Fol. 

lowing the collapse of pier 3 the superstructure of the bridge was placed on 

the bed to correspond to the arrangement in the prototype and the experiment 

continued for a total time of 10 hours. Photo 13 shows the flow pattern 

around the su?erstructure submerged in the flow. The corresponding scour' 
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·1 p~tterti aftErr the test had been stopped is shown in Photos 14 and 15. Photo 

14 shOW's the dry bed with the superstructure placed a.s during the test. Photo 

1.5 iJhows the bed itself after the superstructure had been removed in order to 

sbo~ more details of the erosion pattern. A plan view of the erosion pattern 

I .~ 

, hnd contours, and a longitudinal profile along the centerline for this test 

after 10 hours of operation with the piers and tbe superstructure submerged 

in the flow, are shown on Chart 8~ It is apparent from the longitudinal profile 

that the upstream pier 3 bad been completely undermined, but tbat pier 3 of 

the downstream bridge was still relatively stable even though the footing had 

been exposed. The cross-sections for these conditions shown in Chart 9 more 

clearly elucidate the situation and the degree of similarity between the model 

and the prototype. The cross-sections taken along the downstream bridge show 

good agreement with the prototype measurements. This is also true for the 

cross. sections at the upstream bridge when the cross-section obtained in the 

model for both the piers and the superstructure in the channel is co~pared with 

that obtained in tbe prototype. 

Conclusions - Verification Tests 

Upon the completion of verification test V-4, it was concluded that the 

model wben operated in accordance witb this test corresponded reasonably well 

with the prototype under similar conditions. On this basis it was felt that 

the model could be used to simUlate other conditions in the prototype such as 

the study of the bank protect:i.ol"l works and tbe provisions for the control of 

bank subsidence. 

The verifica.tion tests were also valua.ble in demonstrating in general the 

manner by which the collapse of the prototype bridge occurred and the circum

stances surrounding this failure, It may be concluded tha.t the collapse of the 

bridge was partially due to the constriction created bw the bridge piers and 

the consequent increased velocity in this region. However, this condition wa.s 

considerably enhanced by the nature of the bed material that formed the bed of 

the river. The fact that this bed mate~ial was cohesiVe in character and ex

tremely fine in size caused a~y eroded material to go ~nto suspension. If the 

bed had been of non-cohesive sa.nd which could be transported as bed load, this 

would have had the tendency to decrease the maximum depth of scour, possibly by 

a sufficient amount to prevent the bridge from collapsing. 
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TESTS OF PROTECTIVE MEAsURmS 

These ~x.periments W'S1:'e COr1oorned with the hydraulic effect of the pro

posed revetment on the w~te~ sur£a.Oe profiles and erosion patterns in the 

neighborhood of the bridg~~. 

The flood in April of 1962 caused a consider.able amount of soour between 

and downstream of the bridge piers. Subsequently, a portion of the east bank 

downstream of the downstream bridge SUbsided and exposed the downstream pier 

to possible damage. The subsidence was presumably due to the removal of 

lateral support when the river bed was eroded to a considera.ble depth. After 

much study, it was proposed, that this portion of the ea.st bank be stabilbed 

by replacing, at least partially, the eroded bed material with a gravel blanket 

:. and rock revetment. At the same time, the gravel blanket and revetmen:t was to 

be extended upstream to incorporate the piers on the east bank. Similar rock 

revetment a.nd gravel blanket were proposed for the west bank to protect these 

piers and to prevent possible subsidenoe in this area. There was some concern 

that the placement of revetment in the neighborhood of the bridges would re

strict"the flow to suoh an extent as to enhanoe the possibility of flood 

damage upstream. The purpose of the experiments described in this section was 

to examine the effeot of this revetment on the flow profiles through the bridge 

section and the extent of any erosion that might be the consequenoe of the 

placement of revetment in this area. 

S~~bility of Bank Revetment 

For the purpose of these tests, the model was remolded in accordance 

with the present prototype situation. The east bank upstream of the bridge 

was excavated to widen the upstream channel. The piers of the original up

stream bridge were removed and replaced with oylindrical piers of considerably 

greater span, and piers 3 and 4 of the downstream bridge were underpinned with 

piles of greater length. The pile and rock-filled dike was installed along 

the east bank under and do~mstream of the bridge, and the new revetment was 

placed on the opposite banks as proposed. Chart 10 shows all of the modifica

tions of the model and represents the geometry of the model as tested. The 

sand bed betvTeen the sloping bank armor was molde:d to Elev~ 1058. Ph8to 16 

shows the model with all of these modifications prior to the test, while 
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Photo 17 is another pio~~re of the s~e oonditions with the bridge deoks in 
plabe~ The ~aterial us~~ in the model to simulate the revetment rock is 
shown as a size distribution ourve in Chart 11. This ourve gives the size of 

the rook to both the model and the prototype scale. The rook revetment was 
chosen somewhat arbitrarily based upon past experienoe with such models and 
was designed to be resistant to motion for the normal flood flow oonditions. 

In order to study the development of the erosion pattern and the water 
profiles resulting from the placement of the revetment, the experiments were 
started at a low discharge whioh was then successively increased until the 

maximum disoharge of 55,000 cfs was reaohed. The tailgate was set so that 

the stage at the bridge would be 1090.8 ft when the disoharge was 55,000 cfs. 
It was then held fixed at this value for all of the smaller discharges. The 
tailgate represented the fixed stage of the Missouri River. 

The flow pattern in the model in the neighborhood ·of the bridges for 
these discharges is shown in Photos 18 through 23. In these tests the flow 

pattern was delineated by confetti on the water surface. The length of the 
streaks in relation to the exposure time represents the relative velocities 
in different parts of the model. The exposure time is reckoned from the angles 
swept by the white line on a rotating disk placed on the model in the field of 
the photograph. The disk rotates at 60 rpm, or one revolution eaoh second. Of 
particular interest in this series of photographs is the developing flow pat

tern and the increasing Velocity. In addition~ particularly for the smaller 
discharges, the revetment under the water can be seen. The photographs also 

show the development of the wake downstream of the two central piers of the 
downstream bridge. The strength of this wake, of course, increases with in~' 
creasing velocity that, in turn, increases with the disoharge. Photo 23 shows 
the flow pattern for the flood discharge of 55,000 cfs when the stage at the 

bridge crossings was 1090.2 ft instead of the expeoted 1090.8 ft. This dif. 
ferenoe is due partly~to the inorease in velocity through the oonstricted 

bridge section, partly to the change in the upstream cross-section, and partly 
to possible errors in setting the tailgate. 

The surface velooities as observed in the model b.Y means of the floating 

confetti were evaluated on the basis of the exposure time and the streak length 

and are plotted in Charts 12 and 13. Chart 12 shows that the velocities genera
ted in the river for discharges up to 30,000 crs were relatively mild. The 



\( inc:reasing velocity with inct'6lil.sihg discharge is clearly shown. Chart 13 shows 

the patterns for the h~g~er dischArges up to 55,000 cfs. Here again as the dis
charge inet'eases. th~ wiooit~ increases, particula:rly that in the cente:r of 
the ~hann$l in the neighborhood of the inte:rmediate piers of the downstre~ 
bridge. Chart 14 shows the erosion pattern developed in the course of the 
experiment as the discharge increased trom 10,000 to 55,000 efs. The test for 

each discharge was continued long enough so that no further sediment was being 

transported b.Y that discharge, Consequently, Cbart 14 shows the scour pattern 
that would have developed for a discharge of 55, 000 cfs. The contours show 

that the deepest erosion occurred downstream of tbe bridges and reached Elev. 
1040 ft. 

", 
Photos 24 and 25 illustrate this erosion pattern somewhat more clearly. 

Photo 24 is a view from the downstream right side looking up towards the bridge 

piers, and Photo 25 is a view from above looking vertically downward on the 
erosion pattern. These two photographs show that the revetment was undisturbed 

and that the e~osion occurred on the unprotected bed between the two protected 

banks. With this arrangement all of the piers were adequately protected b.1 the 
revetment. These two photos are to be compared with Photos 16 and 17 to show 
the development of the erosion pattern on the unprotected bed between the 
piers. 

In Chart 15 the final oross .. sec~ion along the center lines of the up
stream and downstream bridges has been plotted"along with the original bed as 

, 
. molded in the model. These show, as is also sho~nl in Photos 24 and 25,· that ! i~ 

,I' the sediment composing the bed between the two areas of bank revetment has 

j f. 

i 

been eroded to a point below the elevation of the bottom of the revetment. 
This suggests that with further erosion in this area, the rock revetment would 
begin to ravel. This should supply rock to the eroded area and thus tend to 

inhibit further erOSion. The data shown in Charts 15 and 16 represent the 
conditions that might be expected as a consequence of a flood of 55,000 cfa 

through the :revis.ad cross ... section at and upstream .of the bridge crOSSing. In 
the course of reaching this condition, the discharge was successively increased 

··from 10,000 to 55,000 ofs, with each disoharge maintained until the bed had 

stabilized. Measured cross-sections for the larger discharges have been 

plotted in Chart 17, which shows the sucoessive changes in tbe depth of erosion 
downstream of the bridges. The lower cross-sectional profile was taken just 
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downstream of the d6wt1sti4ealn bridge so that it is similar to the upper pro~le 

shown in Chart 15. the upper two profiles show the developing soour pattern 
at two oro~s-seotions somewhat further downstream from the bridge at a point 
where only the left side of the ohannel is proteoted. 

Effect of Revetment Upon Upstream Water Surface Elevations 

In addition to the erosion pattern and the stability of the revetment, 
the experiments were concerned with the effect of the revetment upon the 
water surfaoe elevations upstream of the bridges in relation to possible flood 

. hazard as a oonsequenoe of the proposed revetment. As previous~ stated,the 
tailgate had· been set at the elevation determined in theverifioation tests 
so as to provide a water surfaoe at Elev. 1090.8 ft at the bridge orossing. 
With this tailgate pOSitioll and a disoharge of 55~ 000 ofs, the water surface 
elevation at the bridge and at points upstream and downstream of the bridges 
was measured in order that the water surface elevations at these points with 
revetment could be compared with those measured in the verification tests 
without revetment. The water surface profiles for both conditions are plotted 
in Chart 16. It appears that the upstream vTater surface elevation is actually 
lower as a consequence of the upstream excavation, the removal of two piers, 
and the revetment construction than it was prior to these changes. Apparently, 
the reduction in resistance due to the upstream excavation more than offsets 
the increase in resistance due to the rough revetment surface. 

Effeot of Increased Slope on Erosion Pattern 

e\ The previous set of experiments showed what is likely to happen in re-

gard to erosion in the neighborhood of the orossing when the revetment consists 
of rocks large enough to resist any movement. For these conditions, with a dis
charge of 55,000 cfs through the proposed section, the bed was eroded.approxi
mately to the toe of the revetment, or about 15 ft. At this point there may be 
incipient ravelling of the revetment. The revetment itself has not been dis~ 

turbed and the bed under the bridge was still composed of sand. A hole which 
started to develop downstream of the bridges may be the result of the expanding 
high velocity jet from the constricted bridge crossing. The results of these 
experiments depended upon the maintenance of the water surface elevation at the 
tailgate at a level co't'respond:.ng to that which occurred during the flood. This 
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water surfAce elevatibn was presumably the consequence of the then existing 
water surfaee elevatib~ in the Missouri River at its oonfluenoe with the Big 
Sioux River. 

It was felt that an additional experiment would be desirable to observe 

tbe erosion pattern that would result for more extreme oonditions, such as a 
still lower water surfaoe elevation in the Missouri River than that which 
existed at the time of the flood. Inasmuoh as the revetment was still intaot 
after the previous exper~ents, additional tests, 82, 53, and 54, were per~ 
formed b.1 simply lowering the tailgate to represent lower Missouri River 
water surface elevations. The tailgate WaS adjusted so that the stage at the 

bridge crossing was suooessively 1088.7 ft (Test 52), 1087.4 (Test S3), and 
1085.5 ft (Test 84). The respeotive flow. patterns and erosion patterns were 
observed. The oonsequenoe of lowering the stage was a oorrespondingly inoreasec 
velocity through the bridge cross~seotion. The suooessive oross-seotioned 
profiles are shown in Chart 18. Also plotted on this graph is the profile 
for the "standard" condition of .5.5,000 cfs and water surface at Elev. 109,:0.2 

ft. It is of significance that in the oross-section some distanoe downstream 
of the bridge the revetment was not disturbed even though the greatest depth 

of scour was considerably below the elevation of the toe of the revetment. In 
the seotion just downstream and parallel to the bridges, where the revetment 
was plaoed on both sides of the channel, the increased velocities scoured the 
bed between the bank revetment to suchan extent that the toe of the revetment 
was ravelled and deposited on the bottom of the channel. The oorresponding 
longitudinal profiles are shown in Chart 19. A relatively great depth of 
scour occurred downstream of the bridge sections where there is no rook revet~ 
ment. This was presumably due to the high velocity jet through the revetted 
seotion attacking the unprotected bed downstream. 

Charts 20 and 21 show the velocities in the neighborhood of the bridge 
orossings as developed during these experiments. The looation of the high 
velocities and the effect of the presently existing bridge piers of the down .. 
stream bridge on the flow pattern are apparent in Chart 20. The subsurface 
velooities as measured with a propeller meter at the bridge oross-section for 
these different stages are sh~m in Chart 21. It shows that as the stage is 
suocessively lowered, the m~ velocity is correspondingly inoreased. 
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All Qf these ~esti1ts are shown pictorially in Photos 26 through 31. 
Photo 26 is ~ via~ 6r the water surface flow pattern and shows the wake behind 

pier J of tH.~, hdwrlstream bridge and the v:ortices generated near the right bank 

on the outside of the curve. Photo 27 is the corresponding erosion pattern for 

& discharge of 55,000 cfs when the stage at the bridge has been reduced to 

1088.7 ft. It shows the depth of scour in the bridge section and provides evi

dence of the ravelling of the revetment and its deposition on the intervening 

bed. It should also be noted that the revetment downstream of pier 3 of the 

downstream bridge began to erode as a consequence of the turbulence in the wake 

of this pier. This is evidenced by the elevation of 1054 ft in this region. 

Photos 28 and 29 show the erosion pattern as a result of a flow of 55,000 cfs 

with the stage further reduced to elevation 1087.4 ft. In order to determine 

more precisely if the rock revetment was disturbed~ some of the particles com

posing the revetment were colored and laid in strips across the sections and 

on the revetted banks. These strips are shown in Photo 28. Photo 29 shows the 

same bed at the end of the test when the bed had again become stable. A com-, 

parison of Photos 28 and 29 shows that, for this condition, the revetment is 

relatively undisturbed except immediately downstream of pier No. 3 of the down

stream bridge, where the colored material had been completely removed, and to 

a lesser extent on the toe of the revetment dovmstream of the bridges on the 

left bank? where it appears that some of the rock particles have been transpor

ted. It will also be noticed that the bed between the revetment has now been 
covered with rock pe.rticles and that apparently some of the revetment on the 

left bank downstream of the bridge has also been ravelled and deposited on the 

bed. Aside from this there appeared to be relatively little decrease in bed 

elevation due to this flow. 

Photo 30 shows the surface flO't1l' pattern for a discharge of 55,000 cfs 

with the stage still further lowered to elevation 1085.5 ft. The high 

velocities through the constricted section and the development of vortices 

on both sides of the channel downstream of the constricted section is apparent. 

The maximum velocity through the bridge piers was of the order of 16 it per secorid 
The erosion pattern (Photo 31) resulting from this flow has been contoured to 

show the character of the scour hole downstream of the bridge piers. The 

photograph shows that eVen for these extreme conditions the revetment has 
, ' 
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beert :re\at.ively little disturbed and that further erosion of the bed between 

.the pier~ 8.ppee:rs to be inhibited by the deposition of revetment material on 

th~ bed. 

Conclusions - Tests of Protective 'Heasures 

These experiments showed rather clearly that the presence of the revet

ment at the bridge section was not detrimental to the flow but that rather it 

protected the bed particularly around the piers from erosion by discharges of 

the same order of magnitude as those experienced during the flood of 1962. 

Furthermore, the study appeard to show that the piers would be safe and the 

banks stabilized even for conditions more extreme than those obtained during 

the flood if the revetment is of such a size that the rock particles themselves 

will not be removed by the flow. Chart 11 shows the size of the rook revetment 

as used in these experiments as plotted to the prototype scale. This rock was 

stable in the presence of the flow. If the prototype revetment rock is equal to or 

larger than that used in the model, it may be expected that it also will be 

stable during a similar flood in the prototype. 

EFFECT OF GROINS ON FLOW PATTERN IN BRIDGE SECTION 

This section will outline the results of tests made on various arrange

ments of permeable dikes in the bend upstream of the bridges to delineate their 

influence on the alignment of the flow in the river as it approaches the bridge 

sections. The purpose of the permeable dikes is tv-rofold, 1) to rectify the 

( flow alignment so that it would approach the bridge section more nearly at a 
> •• 

right angle, and 2) to prevent further retrogression of that portion of the 

right bank lying along the outside of the curve. 

The overall plan of this portion of the river showing the bridge cros

sing and the river alignment upstream and downstream of the bridge is given in 

Chart 22. This chart shows the location of the region for the proposed per" 

meable dikes upstream of the bridges. It also shows the abrupt curve in river 

alignment downstream of the bridge cross-sections. The material used for the 

dikes was expanded metal sheet having a porosity of about 50 per cent. Two 

sheets were used for each dike. These were held together in such a manner as 

to decrease the porosity to approximately 20 per cent. ,The combined sheets, 
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held ~pright by one or more support rods, were then forced into the bed to form 

the di~e. !rt the test to be described, the discharge was 55,000 cfs and the 

t.ailgat~\.tial:i! /:i.dOusted so that the stage at the bridge would be maintained at 

l!:l.ev. 1090.2 ft. The model had been run for a long eno'Ugh period of time so 

that the erodible bed downstream of the bridges was essentially stable. 

The data collected in those experiments was in the form of comparable 

photographs of the water surface. Confetti was used so that the flow pattern 

would be clearly delineated by the paths taken by the confetti particles. Two 

overlapping photographs taken from directly overhead were matched so that the 

immediate area of interest could be enlarged and covered photographically. The 

effectiveness of various permeable dike arrangements was judged on the basis 

of these photographs. 

Dike·Test Dl 

Test Dl was performed with the model in the original condition, that is, 

without any dikes, so as to provide a basis for comparison to determine the ef

fectiveness of various dike configurations. The flow pattern for this condi

tion is shown in Photo 32. In this composite photograph it will be noted that 

the separation at the outside of the curve on the right bank is relatively 

minor but that the separation zone at the inside of the bend in the neighbor ... 

hood of the channel excavation on the left bank is very pronounced and extends 

over the entire region of the excavated area. The angle of attack of the flow 

on the bridge piers of the downstream bridge is about 23 degrees and the 

highest velocities in this region are about 12 fps. At Station 14+00 upstream 

of the bridge, shown at the upstream extremity of the photograph, the water 

elevation was 1091.5 ft. These data are shown in Chart 23. From the photo it 

appears that if the left bank excavation were to be extended upstream in order 

to decrease the curvature of the flow in this area, part of the separation 

zone along the left bank might be eliminated with a consequent lowering of the 

velocities and a decrease in the angle of atta.ck against the bridge piers. The 

flow pattern shown in Photo 32 will serve a.s the basis for comparison ofsubse

quent tests. 
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.ru.ke Test D2 

For the first experiment with permeable dikes, four dikes slanting down

~tream At about 75 degrees to the direction of flow and of a maximum length of 

a~6ut 145 it were installed in the model. The spacing of the dikes was about 

a4~~i to their length so that approximately square cells were formed. This 

arrangement is shown in Chart 23. The flow pattern generated b,y this dike 

geometry is shown in Photo 33. The effectiveness of the dikes in redirecting 

the flow is clearly demonstrated qy comparison with Photo 32. The velocities 

within the dike cells t as indicated by the short confetti streaks, were rela

tively small. The left bank sepal·at:i.on zone was virtually eliminated. The up

stream stage rose to Elev. 1093.3 ft (an increase of 1~8 ft over the original 

conditions) and the maximum stream velocity increased to over 16 fps. This in

crease in stage and stream velocity was due to the constrictive effects of the 

long dikes and the fact that the excavation of the left bank does not extend 

far enough upstream to be compatible with this dike arrangement. The angle of 

attack on the piers was decreased to 10 degrees as compared to 23 degrees for 

the original conditions. Some bed erosion occurred at the end of two of the 

dikes because of the high velocities in this region. Such a phenomenon could 

also be expected in the prototype. This dike design succeeded in straightening 

the flow to a very considerable degree but probably at the price of a considera

bly increased velocity in the channel. 

Dike Test D, 

This design employed more dikes of a shorter length, as shown in Chart 

24. Six dikes were used and the greatest length of dike was approximately 

90 ft. This arrangement also formed cells along the left bank which were 

approximately square, but the channel as a whole was considerably less constric

ted. The flow patte~n for this test is shown in Photo 34. Immediately apparent 

was a somewhat increased zone of separation along the left bank and a somewhat 

greater angle of attack on the piers. The velocity between the dikes was again 

very considerably reduced and probably had no erosive action on the bank. The 

angle of attack on the piers was about 18 degrees. The upstream stage was 

lowered to Elev. 1091.8 ft and the maximum stream velocity was about 11 fps. 

With this velocity in the model, no erosion of the bed material at the end of 

the dikes occurred. It appeared that this design was intermediate in effect 
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bet~~an the original conditions and thos~ of Test D2 and, because of the 

lowe~ed stream velocity, appeared to be an effective solution. 

Dike Test D4 

This test was the same as Test D3 except that an approach guide wall 

270 ft long has been added upstream of the dikes along the right bank. This 

geometry is also shown in Chart 24. The guide wall caused little or no change 

in the overall flo1tJ pattern but it did provide a smoother transition between 

the natural bank and the first permeable dike. This is shown in Photo 35. The 

guide wall in combination with the shorter dikes of Test D4 provided a very 

smooth and regular overall flow pattern. Although the velocity in the channel 

remained about the same as in the previous tests, the angle of attack on the 

pier was very slightly reduced to about 16 degrees. The photograph shows 

where the flow pattern has been improved. 

Dike Test D5 

For this test the dike system consisted of 10 dikes, each about 25 ft 

lo'ng. They were spaced about 55 ft apart. The dike arrangement is shown in 

Chart 25 superimposed upon the bed geometry. As shown in Photo 36, these dikes 

had practically no effect on the overall flow pattern, which is very similar 

to that of the initial undiked channel. Essentially they served only to pro

tect the South Dakota or right bank from erosive attack. Such protection 

could probably be better obtained by the use of riprap on the present bank. 

Dike Test D6 

For Test D6, the dike arrangement consisted only of a training dike 

at the upstream end of the curve on the right bank (Chart 26),. The effect of 

removing the dikes jutting into the flow was a slight spreading of the flow 

toward the banks. This is shown in Photo 37. The training dike effectively 

established the separation along the right bank and so reduced the erosive 

attack along the bank. The separation along t~e left bank was very similar 

to that observed in Test D4 with the dikes in place. The angle of attack on 

the bridge piers was increased somewhat to 20 degrees and the velocities were 

again between 11 and 12 fps. It appears that,the abutment area of the upstream 

bridge on the right or South Dakota side is subjected to more attack in this 
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arrangement but this could be rectified by a relatively short finger dike 

placed upstream of the abutment area. 

Dike Test D7 

For this experiment the approach training dike was increased in length 

by about 100 ft, adding an additional dike at a slight streaw1ard angle to the 

downstream end. This geometry is shown in Chart 26. The flow pattern gene

rated by this training dike arrangement is shown in Photo 38. It is apparent 

that this change in training dike length had a negligible effect in changing 

the flow pattern over that obtained in 'fest D6. The flo'TJJ pattern and other 

hydraulic conditions are almost ident:tcal with those previously obtained. 

Conclusions - Permeable Dikes 

The physical characteristics of the various dike patterns and the in

fluence of these patterns on the stage upstream of the dike field, the maxi-

mum velocity in the channel, and the angle of attack on the bridge piers are . 

tabulated below: 

Test No. No. of Greatest Total Upstream Haximum Angle of 
Dikes Length* Length Stage Velocity Attack on 

Ft. Ft. Ft. Fps. Bridge Pier 
, Degrees 

'!. 

Dl 0 1091.5 12 23 

D2 4 145 485 1093.3 16 10 

D3 6 80 460 1091.8 11 18 

D4 7 80 680 1091.8 11 16 

D5 10 25 250 1091.5 12 20 

D6 1 270 270 1091.6 12 20 

D7 1 370 370 1091.6 12 19 

*Lengths measured from model shoreline. For installation end points should be 
located and dike extended to shoreline. 

The tabulation shows in general that the greater the constriction from 

the right bank the better is the angle of attack on the piers of the downstream 

bridge. This improvement takes place at the expense of the water surface ele

vation upstream of the dike field and the maximum velocity in the channel 
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adJ.a~fit to the dike field. It appears that the dike arrangement in Test D2 
pro~de~ the best alignment for the piers but the main velocity is increased 
to 16 fps and the upstream stage is about 1.8 ft above that obtained without 
dikes. With other arrangements providing less constriction to the flow, the 
rectification of the flow pattern is less extreme in the sense that the angle 

of attack has not been reduced as muoh as before, but at the same time the 
water surface elevation has not been appreciably increased nor has the mean 
velocity been increased. As a result, the dike geometry shown in Test DO or 
Test D4 would improve the flow pattern somewhat and, perhaps more important, 
protect the right bank from further retrogression in time of floods. 



LIST OF PHOTOS 

PHOTd 1 A$~1Ai ~iew of the Big Sioux River and Interstate-29 near Sioux 
City, Iowa showing the bridge crossing where the highway crosses the 
river into South Dakota. The aerial view shows the general alignment 
of both the river and the highway in this region. 

PHOTO,2 (Serial No. 142-10T) Collapse of the upstream bridge of I~29 crossing 
of the Big Sioux River. Looking towards Iowa from the abutment of 
the submerged bridge before the collapse of pier 4. Photo taken by 
South Dakota Department of Highways. 

PHOTO 3 Following the collapse of the upstream bridge the left bank down
stream of the downstream bridge began to subside and move toward the 
river. ' 

PHOTO 4 (Serial No. 142-58) During verification test V-l and for a discharge 
of 55,000 cfs, pier 3 of the downstream bridge collapsed in the model, 
In this test there liias no stabilization of the left bank and the rip
rap stockpile on the right bank upstream of the bridges was ommitted. 
The flow pattern consequently did not simulate that observed in the 
prototype. The direction of flow is from right to left. 

PHOTO "5"" (Serial No. 142-60) Erosion pattern following verification test V-I. 
This view was taken at the end of the experiment after the water had 
been drained from the model and shows the collapse of the pier 3 of 
the downstream bridge. It will be noted that pier 3 of the upstream 
bridge has also been seriously undermined. 

PHOTO 6 (Serial No. 142-61) Big Sioux Verification Test V-2. This test liJas 
made after the banks had been adjusted and the stockpile replaced on 
the right bank. Pier 3 of the upstream bridge has been undermined 
and fallen in a manner someTtThat similar to that observed in the 
prototype. 

PHOTO 7 (Serial No. 142-62) Big Sioux Vorification,Test'V .. 2. This photo 
shows the undermined pier at the end of the experiment. It will be 
noted that pier 3 of the downstream bridge has also been seriously 
undermined. 

PHOTO 8 (Serial No. 142-65) Big Sioux Verification Test V .. 2. After pier 3 
had fallen into the river the superstructure was also placed in the 
flow similarly to that observed in the prototype. This photo shows 
the flow pattern through the bridge section and the collapsed upstrearr 
bridge. 

PHOTO 9 (Serial No. 142-66) Big Sioux Verification Test V-2. This photo showE 
the erosion pattern at the completion of the test with the superstruc
tUre in p1e,ce. 
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'PHOTO 10 tSeri~l No. 142-70) Big Sioux Verifioation Test V-4. A view of 
the two bridges for the Interst~te orossing in p1~oe in the model 
prior to the aotua1 test. 

PHOTO 11 (Serial No. 142~12) Big Sioux Verification Test V-4. A view of the 
flow pattern after the oollapse of pier) of the upstream bridge. 

PHOTO 12 (Serial No. 142-13) Big Sioux Verifioation Test V.4. The erosion 
pattern follo~ng the oollapse of pier) of the upstream bridge. 

PHOTO 1) (Serial No. 142-75) Big Sioux Verifioation Test V.4. This is a view 
of the flow pattern after the superstruoture had been placed in the 
flow to simulate that of the p~dtotype. 

PHOTO 14 (Serial No. 142-76) Big Sioux Verification ~est V~4. A view of the 
erosion pattern at the end of the test after the water had been 
drained from the model to show the oontou~s and the f~llen piers 
and bridge spans. 

PHOTO 15 (Serial No. 142-77) Big Sioux Verification Test V-~ A vertioal 
view of the erosion pattern at the completion of the test with 
bridge spans removed so that the scour pattern can be seen. 

PHOTO 16 (Serial No. 142-80) The bank revetment has been plaoed in the model 
in aooordance with the proposal. The new piers for the upstream 
bridge and the pile and rook-filled dike along the left bank have 
been put in plaoe. Initially, the bed elevation between the revetted 
banks was molded to Elev. 1060 ft. 

PHOTO 17 (Serial No. 142-81) This photo is similar to Photo 16 exoept that 
the bridge decks have been put in place in order to show the rela
tive position of the bank revetment and the river banks under the 
bridges. 

PHOTO 18 ,(Serial No. 1~'2~82) For a discharge of 10,000 ofs through the con
stricted bridge section the velocities are relatively low and the 
flow is relatively smooth. The bank revetment near the bridge 
piers can be seen through the 'IITater. 

PHOTO 19 (Serial No. 142-8) The discharge shown here is 20,000 crs lind the 
stage at the bridge section is 108).2 ft. The velocities through 
the constriotion have increased somewhat and thewnkGsdownstream 
of the piers of the downstream bridge are becoming more apparent. 

PHOTO 20 (Serial No. 142-84) l~en the discharge is increased to 30,000 ofs 
and the stage is increased to 1085 ft, the velooities through the 
bridge section are oorrespondingly increased but the flow pattern 
in general is similar to that observed for the lower disoharges. 
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PHOTO 21 (Serial No. 14~w85) Here the discharge has been increased to 40,000 
ofs and the stage at the br~dge section inoreased to 1086.9 ft. 
Becausa of the ~n~reased veiocity through the constricted section, 
the jet leaving this seotion extends further downstream before it 
spreads over the entire channel. Consequently, vortices are formed 
on both sides of the ohannel and particularlY on the right bank at 
the outside of the downstream bend. 

PHOTO 22 (Serial No. 142-86) This photo shows a still more intensified flow 
pattern when the discharge is increased to 50,000 cfs and the stage 
is now at Elev. 1089.2 ft. The vortices are somewhat more pronounced. 

PHOTO 23 (Serial No. 142M 87) This photo shows a disoharge of 55,000 cfs through 
the bridge sections with the stage at Elev. 1090.2 ft. This is just 
slightlY below that which was measured in the prototype. This dis
charge oorresponds approximately to the maximUlll discharge observed 
during the flood in the prototype. 

PHOTO 24 (Serial No. 142-89) This photo shows the erosion pattern in the neigh
borhood of the bridge piers developed by a discharge of 55,000 cfs. 
For these conditions, the revetment is relatively undisturbed and 
the greatslrt· erosion ocourred ih "che bed downstream of the bridge 
section. 

PHOTO 25 (Serial No. 142-90) This photo is a view from above showing the same 
erosion pattern for the 55,000 cfs discharge. This view shows more 
clearly the outline of the erosion contours. 

PHOTO 26 (Serial No. 142-91) In this experiment for a discharge of 55,000 cfs 
the stage was lowered to Elev. 1088.7 ft at the bridges to simulate 
a low water condition in the Missouri River. The lower water surface 
elevation results in a higher velocity through the constricted sec
tion at the bridge piers and a more pronounced jet into the wider 
channel downstream of the bridges. The wake downstream of the piers 
in the flow proper and the vortices generated along either bank are 
clearlY shown. . 

PHOTO 27 (Serial No. 142-92) A vertical view of the erosion pattern developed 
by the above flow shows that the revetment is just beginning to ravel 
from the toe of the bank revetment. The increased depth of scour 
downstream of the bridge section is becoming more apparent. 

PHOTO 28 (Serial No. 142-93) In order to show more clearly whether the rock 
revetment is being scoured, strips of colored rock particles have 
been placed on ,the bed on the bridge centerlines and along the banks. 
The photo was made before the experiment W'M performed. 

-PHOTO 29 (Serial No. 142-95) This photo shows the same bed at the end of the 
test with a discharge of 55,000 cfs and the stage reduced to Elev. 
1087.4 The revetment is relatively undisturbed except immediately 
downstream of pier 3 of the downstream bridge. Here the revetment 
has been eroded to a considerable extent by the flow in the wake of 
the pier. On the left bank downstream of the bridge section, it ap
peared that some of the rock revetment may have been moved and de
posited further downstream on the bed. 



pno~o jO (Seriai No. l42~96) This view sho~s the water surface pattern for a 

discharge of 55,000 cfs with the stage at the bridges reduced to 

1085.5 ft. The high velocities through the oonstrioted section give 

rise to a strong jet waioh pehetrates the flow downstream of the 

bridge and generates $t~ohg vortioes on both sides of the channel. 

The disturbanoe oaused b,y the pier in the flow is also olearly 

apparent. 

PHOTO 31 (Serial No. 142-98) The extremely high velooities through the oon~ 

striated seotion and the jet oreated thereby whioh attaoks the bed 

downstream of the bridge have oaused ver,y considerable erosion in 

this region. The photo also shows that the area of the bed between 

the piers has now been oompletely oovered with rock partioles ravel" 

led from the bank revetment on both sides of the channel. Some of 

the rook has also been oarried into the soour hole downstream. 

PROTO 32 (Serial No. 142-118) This photo shows the original oonditions of the 

stream channel and the flow pattern upstream of the bridge oross~ 

seotions before any proteotive devices were installed along the 

right bank. The significant aspect of this flow is the angle of 

attack on the bridge piers of the downstream bridge and the extent 

of the zone of separation along the left bank. It appears that in 

time of flood the right bank may be attacked b,y the high velooities 

in this neighborhood • 

. PHOTO ~jJ -(Serial No. l42~119). For this test four rela.tively long dikes have 

been installed along the right bank. The effeot of the dikes is to 

push the· flow over towards the left bank and to'oreate relatively 

'large areas of quiet water between the dikes on the right bank. The 

angle of attaok on the bridge piers has been greatly reduced. 

PHOTO 34 (Serial No. 142~120) By shortening the dikes and decreasing the spa

oing, the flow pattern is somewhat improved in that the mean velocity' 

.has been reduced. The right shore is still proteoted from erosion . 

and the angle of attack has been deoreased below that for the origina 

, oonditions. 

PROTO ~5 (Serial No. 142~121) This test is similar to the previous test except 

that a training dike has been installed at the upstream end of the 

dike field in order to provide a better transition from the ohannel 

to the first dike. The flow pattern is very similar to that observed 

in Photo 34. 

PHOTO 36 (Serial No. 142-122) For this test the length of the-dikes has .been 

drastioally reduced and the number of dikes has been increased. 

This system has relatively little effeot on the now pattern but it 

does ~rovide scour protection along the right bank. 

PHOTO 37 (Serial No. 142-123) An attempt was made to direot the flow and 

proteot the right bank b,y providing a training dike at the upstream 

end of the curve in place of the system of dikes jutting into the 

flow. This system is somewhat effective in that it creates a zone 

of separation along the right bank in whioh the v~looities are 

greatly reduced. In addition to the zone of separation, there is 

a slightly reduced ~ngle of attack on the bridge piers; 
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PHOTO 38 (Serial No. 14Z~iZ4)In this expetiment the training dike has been 

increased in length Qy 100 ft. The flow pattern, however, is ver,y 
similar to tha~ shown in Photo 37 and the added length of dike has 
relatively lit~ie effect in modifying the flow pattern. 



PHOTO 1 Aerial view of the Big Sioux River and Interstate-29 
near Sioux City, Iowa sho'tdng the bridge crossing 
where the highway crosses the river into South 
Dakota. The aerial view ShOHS the general align
ment of both the river and the highway in this 
region. 
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PHOTO 2 (Serial No"~ l42~lOT) Cpliapse of the upstream bridge of 
I .. 29 crClss~ng of. ~he Big Sioux River. IJooking towards 
Iowa. ft~th~, ~1:')Urm~ht of the submerged bridge before 
the ~61:1~~~e ~r 'pJ..er 4. Photo taken by South Dakota 
tJ~pal"tment of Highways. 

PHOTO 3 Following the collapse of the upstream bridge the left 
bank downstream of the downstream bridge began to sub
side and move toward the river. 
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pHOTO 4 (Serial No. 142-58) During verification test V.l and 
for a discharge of 55,000 cfs, pier 3 of the downstream 
bridge oollapsed in the model. In this test there was 
no stabilization of the left bank and the riprap stock
pile on the right bank upstream of the bridges was omitted 
The flow pattern consequently did not simulate that ob-. 
served in the prototype. The direction of flow is from 
right to left. 

PHOTO 5 (Serial No. 142.60) Erosion pattern following veri
fication test V-l. This view was taken at the end of 
the experiment after the water had been drained from 
the model and shows the collapse of the pier 3 of the 
downstream bridge. It will be noted that pier 3 of 
the upstream bridge has also been seriously undermined. 
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PHOTO 6 (Serial No. lL~2-61) Big Sioux Verification Test V-2. 
This test was made after the banks had been adjusted 
and the stockpile replaced on the right bank. Pier 
3 of the upstream bridge has been undermined and fal
len in a manner somewhat similar to that observed in 
the prototype. 

PHOTO 7 (Serial No. 142-62) Big Sioux Verification Test. 
V-2. This photo shows the undermined pier at the end 
of the experiment. It will be noted that pier 3 of 
the downstream bridge has also been seriouslY under
mined. 
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PHOTO 8 (Ser!.al No. 142-65) Big S1.oux Verification Test V-2. 
Aft,,'r Pier J had fallen into the river the superstruc
tu~ WaS also placed in the flow similarlY to that 
observed in the prototype. This photo shows the flow 
pattern through the bridge section and the collapsed 
upstream bridge. 

PHOTO 9 (Serial No. 142-66) Big Sioux Verification Test V-2. 
This photo shows the erosion pattern at the completion 
of the test with the superstructure in place. 
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PHOTO 10 (Serial No. 142-70) Big Sioux: Verj.fication Test V-4. 
A view of the two bridges for the Interstate crossing 
in place in the model prior to the actual test. 

PHOTO 11 (Serial No. 142-72) Big Sioux Verification Test V-4. 
A view of the flow pattern after the collapse of pier 
3 of the upstream bridge. 
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PHOTO 12 (Serial No. 142-73) Big Sioux Verification Test Vw4. 
The erosion pattern following the collapse of pier 3 
of the upstream bridge. 

PHOTO 13 (Serial No. 142-75) Big Sioux Verifioation Test V-4. 
This is a view of the now pattern after the super .. 
structure had been placed in the flow to simulate 
that of the prototype. 
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PHOTO 14 (Serial No. 142-76) Big Sioux Verification Test V.4. 
A view of the erosion pattern at the end of the test 
after the water had been drained from the model to 
show the contours and the fallen piers and bridge 
spans. 

PHOTO 15 (Serial No. 142-77) Big Sioux Verification Test V_4. 
A vertical view of the erosion pattern at the completion 
of the test with bridge spans removed so that the scour 
pattern can be seen. 
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PHOTO 16 (Seril3.1 No. 142-80) The bank revetment has been placed in 
th~ model in accordance with the proposal. The new piers for 
the upstream bridge and the pile and rock-filled dike along 
the left bank nave been put in place. Initially, the bed 
elevation between the revetted banks was molded to Elev. 
1060 ft. 

PHOTO 17 (Serial No. 142.81) This photo is similar to Photo 16 except 
tha.t the bridge decks have been put in place in order to show 
the relative position of the bank revetment and the river banks 
under the bridges. 
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PHOTO 18 (Serial No. 142-82) For a disoharge of 10,000 cfs through the 
constricted bridge seotion the velooities are relatively low 
and the flow is relativelY smooth. The bank revetment near 
the bridge piers oan be seen through the water. 

PHOTO 19 (Serial No. 142-83) The disoharge shown here is 20,000 ofs and 
the stage at the bridge seotion is 1083.2 ft. The velocities 
through the constriction have inoreased somewhat and the wakes 
downstream of the piers of the downstream bridge are becoming 
more apparent. 
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PHOTO 20 (Serial No. 142-84) When the discharge is increased to 30,000 
cfs and the stage is increased to 1085 ~the velocities through 
the bridge section are correspondingly increased but the now 
pattern in general is similar to that observed for the lower 
discharges. 

PHOTO 21 (Serial No. 142-85) Here the discharge has been increased to 
40,000 cfs and the stage at the bridge section increased to 
1086.9 ft. Because of the increased velocity through the con
stricted section the jet leaving this section extends further 
downstream before it spreads over the entire channel. Conse
quently, vortices are formed on both sides of the channel and 
particularly on the right bank at the outside of the downstream 
bend. 
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PHOTO 22 (Serial No. 142-86) This photograph shows a still more inten
sified flow pattern when the discharge is increased to 50,000 
cfs and the stage is now at Elev. 1089.2 ft. The vortioes are 
som~lhat more pronounoed. 

PHOTO 23 (Serial No. 142-87) This photograph shows a discharge of 55,000 
cis through the bridge sections with the stage at Elev. 1090.2 
ft. This is just slightly below that whioh was measured in the 
prototype. This discharge oorresponds approximately to the maxi
mum discharge observed during the flood in the prototype. 
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PHOTO 24 (Serial No. 142-89) This photo sho'YTs the erosion pattern in the 

neighborhood of the bridge pi.ers developed by a discharge of 

55,000 cfs. For these conditions, the revetment is relatively 

undisturbed and the greatest erosion oocurred in the bed down

stream of the bri.dge section. 

PHOTO 25 (Serial No. 142-90) This photo is a view from above showing 

the same erosion pattern for the 55,000 c~s discharge. This 

view shows more clearly tho outline of the erosion oontours. 
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PHOTO 26 (Serial No. 142-91) In this experiment for a discharge of 55~000 
cfs the stage was lowered to Elev. 1088.7 ft at the bridges ~o 
simulate a low water condition in the Missouri River. The +q~er 
vTater surface elevation results in a higher velocity througnthe 
oonstricted section at the bridge piers and a more pronounce~ 
jet into the 'Wider channel downstream of the bridges. The w~~e 
dOlfflstream of the piers in the flow proper and the vortices gene
rated along either bank are clearly shown. 

PHOTO 27 (Serial No. 142-92) A vertical view of the erosion pattern 
developed b.1 the above flow. shoWs that the revetment is just 
beginning to ravel from the toe of the bank revetment. The 
inoreased depth of scour downstream of the bridge section is 
becoming more apparent. 
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PHOTO 28 (Serial No. 142-93) In order to show more clearly whether the 
rock revetment is being scoured, strips of colored rock particles 
have been ph.ced on t.he bed on the bridge oenterline and along 
the banks. This photo was made befor the experiment was performed. 

PHOTO 29 (Serial No. 142-95) This photo shows the same bed at the 
end of the test with a dj.schal"ge of 55,000 cfs and the stage 
red~ced to Elev. 1087.4. The revetment is relatively undis
turbed except immediately do~mstream of pier 3 of the down
stream bridge. Here the revs-::'ment has been eroded to a con
siderable extent by the flOK in the wake of the pier. On the 
left bank downstream of the bridge section, it appeared that 
some of the rook revetment may have been moved and deposited 
further downstream on the bed. 
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PHOTO 30 

PHOTO 31 

(Serial No. 142~96) This view shows the water su¥tace pattern 
for a discharge of 55,000 cfs witn th~.stage at the bridges re
duced to 1085~1S ft. The high veloci'\J:hs through the constricted 
section give rise to a strong jet 'W'hirih penetrates. the flow 
downstream of the bridge andgene~ates strong vbrtices oh both 
sides of the ohannel. The distutbance caus;'d by the pier in 
the flow is also olearly apparent. 

(Serial No. 142-98) The extremeiy high velocities through the 
constricted section and the jet created thereqy which attacks 
the bed downstream of the bridge .. have caused very considerable 
erosion in this region. The photo also shows that the area of 
the bed between the piers has now been completely covered with 
rock particles ravelled from the bank revetment on both sides 
of the channel. Some of the rock has also been carried into 
the scour hole downstream. 
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PHOTO 32 (Serial No. 142-118) Tbis photo shows the original aon
ditions of the stream ahannel and the flow pattern upstream 
of the bridge aross-seations before any proteative devices 
were installed along the right bank. The ~ignifiaant as-
pect of this flow is the angle of attack on the bridge piers 
of the downstream bridge and thea~ent of the zone of separa
tj.on along the left bank. It appears that in time of flood, 
the right bank may be attacked Qy the high velocities in this 
,neighborhood. 
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PHOTO 33 (Serial No. 142-119) For this test four relatively long 

dikes have been installed along the right bank. The 

~ffect of the dikes is to push the flow over towards 
the left bank and to create relatively large areas of 

quiet water between the dikes on the right bank. The 

angle of attack on the bridge piers has been greatly 
reduced. 
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PHOTO 34 (Serial No. 142-120) By shortening the dikes and. decreasing 
the spacing, the flo't-r pattern is somewhat improved in that the 
mean velocity has been reduced. The right shore is still pro
tected from erosion and the angle of attack has been decreased 
below that for the original conditions. 
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PHOTO 35 (Serial No. 142-121) This test is similar to the previous test 
except that a training dike has been installed at the upstream 
end of the dike field in order to provide a better transition 
from the channel to the first dike. The flow pattern is ver,y 
similar to that observed in Photo )4. 
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PHOTO 36 (Serial No. l42-l22) For this test the length of the dikes 
has been drastically reduced and the number of dikes has 
been increased. This system has relatively little effect 
on the flow pattern but it does provide scour protection 
along the right bank. 
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PHOTO 37 (Serial No. 142-123) An attempt was made to direct the flow 
and protect the right bank by providing a training dike at the 
upstream end of the curve in place of the system of dikes jut
ting into the flow. This system is some'tilhat effective in that 
it creates a zone of separation along the right bank in which 
the velocities are greatly reduced. In addition'to the zone of 
separation, there is a" slightly reduced angle of attack on the 
bridge piers. 
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PHOTO 38 (Serial No. 142-124) In this experiment the training dike has 
been increased in length qy 100 ft. The flow pattern~ however, 
is very similar to that shown in Photo 37 and the added length 
of dike has relatively little effect in modifYing the flow pat
tern. 
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CHART 1 

CHART 2 

CHART 3 

CHART 4 

LIST dF CHARTS 

(142B442.~1) Big Sioux Project Model Basin showing the area and 
extent dt t~e ~i~~r indorporated in the model. 

(1428442-22) Big Sioux Project Verifioation Test V-l. River bed 
contours. Water surfaoe at river bed profiles. Q = 55,000 ofs. 
Model soale 1:75. 

(1428442-23) Big Sioux Projeot Verif.ic'ation Test V-I. Cross.seotion 
at the upstream and downstream bridges. Q = 55,000 cfs. 

(1428442.25) Big Sioux Projeot Verifioation Test V-2. Piers and 
collapsed bridge, river bed oontours. Water surfaoe and river bed 
profiles. Q = 55,000 ofs. 

CHART 5 (142B442_26) Big Sioux Projeot Verifioation Test V-2. Cross.sections 
at upstream and downstream bridges. Q = 55,000 crs. 

CHART 6 (142B442.27) Big Sioux Projeot Verification Test V.3. Piers and 
collapsed bridge, river bed contours. Water surfaoe and river bed 
profiles. Q = 65,000 ofs, stage = 1092.4 ft. 

CHART 7 (1428442.28) Big Sioux Projeot Verification Test V-3. Cross. sections 
at upstream and downstream bridges. Q = 65,000 crs. stage ~ 
1092.4 ft. 

CHART 8 (142B442-30) Big Sioux Projeot Verification Test V.4. Piers and 
collapsed bridge, river bed contours. Water surfaoe and river bed 
profiles. Q = 52,000 cfs, stage 1090.8 ft. 

CHART 9 (1428442.31) Big Sioux Projeot Verification Test V_4. Cross.sections 
at upstream and downstream bridges. Q = 52,000 cfs, stage = 1090.8 
ft. 

CHART 10 (142B442-32) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux projeot. Test Sl, 
original model oonditions. 

CHART 11 (142B442-37) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux projeot. Revet
ment material used in the model. Size distribution given to both 
model and prototype scale. 

CHART 12 (1428442.41) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux project. Test Sl, 
surface velocity patterns from photographs for disoharges or 10,000 
cfs, 20,000 cfs, and 30,000 cfs. 

CHART 13 (142B442.42) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux project. Test 51, 
surfaoe velocity patterns from photographs for discharges of 40,000 
efs, 50,000 ofs, and 55,000 cfs. 

CHART 14 (1428442-33) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux project. Test 51, 
river bed contours and water surface and river bed profiles for a 
discharge of 55,000 crs. Stage 1090.2. 
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I " CHART 15 (14213442-:34) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux project. Test Sl, 
cro~s-seotions at bridges showing erosion for disoharge of 55,000 efs. 

( ..... 

CHART 16 (14aB442 ... 3,) Cha,nnel stabilization test, Big Sioux project. Test Sl, 
longitudinal water surface and bed profiles for various discharges. 

CHART 17 (14~442 .. 38) Channel stab1.lization tests, Big Sioux project. River 
bed orosel-sections showing erosion for various discharges. 

CHART i8 (14ZB442-39) Channel stabilization test, Big Sioux project. Stabili
zation ~lan 1. River bed cross-sections eroded b.r discharge of 
55,000' ofs, at various stages. 

CHART 19 (1428442-36) Channel stabilization tests, Big Sioux project. Stabili
zation plan 1. Longitudinal water surface and river bed profiles, 
eroded qy a discharge of 55,000 efs for various stages. 

,. CHART 20 (1428442-44) Channel stabilization tests, Big Sioux project.. Stabili-
zation plan 1. Surface velocity patterns for a disoharge of 55,000 
efs and various stages. 

CHART 21 (1428442-45) Channel stabilization tests, Big Sioux project. Stabili
zation plan 1. Velooity distributions at 5 ft below water surface 
for discharge of 55,000 ofs and various stages. 

CHART 22 (14B442-51) Big Sioux Projeot Model Basin showing plan and alignment 
of the river upstream and downstream of the bridge crossing. 

CHART 23 (142B442-47) Big Sioux Project Upstream Permeable Dike Tests. Dike 
designs for Tests Dl and D2. Q = 55,000 cfs. 

CHART 24 (142B442.48) Big Sioux Project Upstream Permeable Dike Tests. Dike 
designs Tests D3 and 04. Q = 55,000 efs. 

',I, CHART 25 (142B442 .. 49) Big Sioux Project Dike Designs, Test D5. Q:: 55,000 efs. 

CHART 26 (142B442-50) Big Sioux Project Upstream Permeable Dike Tests. Dike 
design Test D6 and D7. Q = 55,000 ofs. 
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at elevation 1090.8 ft throughout the 
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Piers and Collapsed Bridge 

River Bed Contours 
Water Surface and River Bed Profiles 
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10 hr. Model Test Run 
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TEST V4 - PART 2 
Piers and Collapsed Bridge 

River Bed Contour. 

CHART 8 

Water Surface and River Bed Profiles 
Q: 52,000 cfs 

Stage = 1090.8 ft 
10.0 hr. Model Test Run 

Model Scale 1175 
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MODEL VERIFICATION TESTS 
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CHART 10 

1. Upstream channel straightened 
by excavation. 

2. Bents 3 and 4 of the downstream 
brldge underpinned. 

3. New bridge in place. 

4. Pile and rock revetment in place. 
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1. Upstream channel straightened 
by excavation. 

2. Bents 3 and 4 of the downstream 
bridge underpinned. 

3, New bridge In place. 

4. Pile and rock revetment in place. 
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Report on 

STUDIES OF THE STABILIZATION OF THE BIG SIOUX RIVER 

AT THE INTERSTATE 29 BRIDGE CROSSING 

ADDENDill'I 1. EFFECT OF UPSTREAM DIRE FIELD ON FLOW PATTERN 

INTRODUCTION 

The original report on the st~b:l-lization of the Big Sioux River at the 

Interstate 1-29 bridge crossing was concerned primarily with the stabilization 

of the river bank in the neighborhood of the bridges and the protection of 

the bridge piers. It also described some exploratory experiments on the 

effect of dikes on the pattern of flow approaching the bridges. Since that 

time additional studies to establish optimum location, spacing, and length 

have been made and are the subject of this addendurQ. 

The bridges carrying 1-29 across the Big Sioux River are located about 

1.5 miles above the confluence of the Big Sioux with the Missouri River near 

Sioux City, Iowa. Just downstream of the crossing the river makes a sharp 

turn toward the left. The river crossing consisted of two parallel bridges 

which crossed the river at an angle to tlle main flow in the channel. They 
were supported on web piers spaced 120 ft apart so that the two center piers 

of each bridge were founded in the river bottom. On April 1, 1962, during 

the flood on the Big Sioux River the upstream bridge of the pair collapsed 
because pier 3 was undermined. This in turn caused the rupture of the adja

cent spans and the oonsequent failure of pier 4. An hydraulic characteristic 

of the failure aside from. the undermining of the piers was the development 

of a very deep and extensive scourhole downstream of the structure and the 

later subsidence of the left bank opposite the large scourhole. The up

stream bridge was replaced with another bridge having a longer central span 

supported upon cylindrical piers, while the downstream bridge was retained 

but strengthened with additional underpinning in the form of longer steel 

piles. The initial studies were undertaken to study the effect on the flow 

pattern of the proposed works to protect the bridge piers and to stabilize 

the banks to prevent further subsidence. 

Although the earlier studies indicated that the bridge structure would 

probably be safe from damage due to future floods, the alignment of the river 
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was unchanged and the piers of the downstream bridge were still at an 

appreciable angle ot attack to the tlow. It was considered worthwhile by the 

sponsor that in the course of the research a study be included on the use of 
dikes to change the channel alignment and thus improve the flow pattern in 

the bridge section, The objectives ot this second study were to provide for 
better alignment of the flow through the bridge sections, to protect the west 
bank from erosion, and to observe the effect of the dikes on the erosion of 

the east bank. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

The original model was used for the present studies. It oonsisted of 

a movable bed model encompassing about a mile of the river oentered on the 

highway bridges and construoted to a scale 1:75. A portion of the model in 
the neighborhood of the bridges is shown in Photo 1. Chart 1 shows the 
relationship between the model baseline used to determine locations with the 

baseline used in the field for prototype construction. A revision of the 
west bank over a reach from approximately 1000 ft to 1800 ft upstream of the 

bridges was made to correot the model alignment in aocordanoe with field data 

obtained in 1964, whioh were more extensive than the previous field data 
used .for the original design. In the region ot the bridges the model was 

molded with riprap to conform to the protective geometry desoribed in the 

previous report. The model bed consisted pt sand having a mean diameter of 

approximately 0.18 mID, whioh was then covered with a fine gravel in order to 
prevent excessive erosion of the sand and to simulate qualitatively the 

cohesive charaoteristios of the prototype bed material. 

The training dikes used tor this study were made ot expanded metal 

with a porosity of approximately 65 per cent. A rectangular oell was made 

ot two ot these sheets and filled with a fibrous material to further deorease 

the porosity to approximately 20 per cent. In the experiments these model 

dikes of different lengths were positioned at various seleoted points per

pendicular to the flow. 
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PRELIMINARY TESTS OF MODEL 1~ITHOUT DIKES 

Before any experiments involving dikes were made the model was operated 

at a discharge corresponding to 55,000 cfs for approximately six prototype 

days in order to allow the newly molded model to become stabilized. The flow 
pattern developed in the river for this dischal"ge j.s shown by means of the 

confetti streaks in Photo 2. The photograph shows the long curve of the river 

from the footbridge to the bridges of 1-29, a distance of approximately 1/2 
mile. The photo also shows the natural alignment of the downstream bridge 

piers to the flow. The angle between the streamlines and the pier is approx

imately 19 degrees. For this test with a discharge of 55,000 cis the water 

surface elevation at the bridge section was maintained at 1090.2 ft. At the 

upstream end of the model in the neighborhood of the footbridge the water 

surface elevation was 1092 ft. 

The bed geometry as developed by this flow for a period equivalent to 

six days in the prototype is shown in Photo 3. Contour lines have been drawn 
to indicate bed elevations, Although the bed in this region had been covered 
with a fine gravel to prevent erosion of the underlying sand, some leaching 

did occur and sand was transported along the bed near the east bank of the 

river. This streak of sand during one stage of its motion can be seen on 
the bed in Photo 3. The sand leaohed through the gravel moved freely in 

regions where the velocity was relatively high and tended to be deposited 

after it entered areas in which the velocity was lower. 

During these preliminary experiments velocity measurements were made 

at different crest sections using a cup type current meter. These velocities 

in conjunction with photographs showing the confetti streaks on the surface 

provid'ed information to establish the Velocity vectors at various points in 
the model. The transverse velocity profiles based upon these measurements 
tmd showing both direction and magnitude are given in Chart 2. This chart 

also shows the change in direction of the current as it flows along the 

curve in this reach. 

DIKE EXPER~~NTS 

The experiments to determine dike position and length consisted of the 

installation of succes~ive dikes beginning at the upstream end near the 
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footbridge and observation of the resultant flow pattern and velocity dis~ 

tribution. The location and length of dike were'determined by successive 
trials until it appeared that the flow pattern represented the optimum for, 

the conditions to be satisfied. The factol"s to be considered in this instance 

were the degree of alignment improvement and the inoreased velocity due to 

'channel oonstriction. The tests will be described oonseoutively as sucoessive 

dikes were added to the channel. 

lest ~-8.-Pi$e 2~ 

In the first test a dike approximately 75 ft long was placed at station 

15. This looation was based on visual observations of the flow pattern 

generated by dikes of different lengths and placed at various locations. It 

appeared that a dike at station 15 would be more effeotive in altering the 

flow pattern and the direotion of the currents entering the test reach. A 
photograph of the flow pattern for this arrangement is shown in Photo 4. 
The photo shows that a low velocity region was created both upstream and 

downstream of the dike. On the upstream side the dike oauses flow separation 

from the west bank at a point about 150 ft upstream of the dike. Downstream 

the flow velocity was deoreased to about 5 ft per second or less for a dis

tance of approximately 500 ft. The transverse extent of the flow velocity 

region is approximately equal to the length of the dike. This is shown in 

Chart :3 for stations 15 and 17.5. At station 15 the transverse velocity 

profile is deformed, somewhat in the region of the dike, while at station 17.5 

the dike has pushed the velocity profile some~hat more towards the center-

of the stream and appreciably decreased the velocity in the neighborhood 

between the dikes. 

Test D-9. Dik~s 2 and 2B 

One objective of the study was to place the dikes in such position 

that natural excavation of the east bank would occur and thereby correct the 
stream alignment at the bridge sections. To do this, excavation would have 

to begin approximately at station 15 where an appreciable separation zone 

(see Photo 2) occurs at the east bank for the uninhibited flow conditions. 

The velocity profiles at station 15 (Chart 3) and the dike at station 15 

had little effect on the flow velocity or flow pattern at the east bank. In 
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an effort to improve this situation dike 2 was placed upstream approximately 

at station 12.5. This additional dike effectively shifted the velocity pro~ 
file to the left at stations 15 and 17.5. (The transverse profile generated 

by dikes 2 and 2B is designated as a triangle in Chart J.) The flow pattern 

generated by this system of dikes is shown in Photo 5. 

Test D-10. Dikes 2 and 3 

The distance. between dikes 2 and 2B was about 175 ft. In order to 

have as few dikes as possible, the dike at station 15 (2B) was moved down

stream SO the spacing would be about 300 it, or double the length of the 

deadwater zone noticed above the dikes in Photos 4 and 5. Several different 
spacings were attempted but JOO ft seemed to be the most satisfactory, giving 

a low velocity region between the dikes which waS relatively free of eddies 

and which would probably induce deposition. This flow pattern is shown in 
Photo 6 where the low velocities are indicated by the slight movements of the 

confetti particles on the surface. The pattern of flow within the dike 

intervals exhibited a regular movement pattern somewhat like a figure eight. 

The transverse velocity profiles generated by the presence of dikes 

2 and 3 are shown at successive stations moving downstream in Charts 3, 4, and 

5. The effect of dike 3 at station 17 was to create a wider, low velocity 
zone on the right or west side of the river within the area of the dikes and 

downstream some 600 ft. The shift in the velocity profile toward the left or 

east bank was noticeable only for about 300 ft (to station 25) as shown in 
Chart 5. This shift tended to reduce the thickness of the separation zone 

along the left bank beginning at station 16. 

Test D-l1, Dikes 2. ,. and 4 

Although dikes 2 and 3 placed in the previous tests had created a loW' 

velocity zone near the right bank down to station 25 that would probably 

protect the bank from erosion, the velocity along the left bank Was not 
appreciably increased beyond station 22. Dike 4 was the,refora p1ao~ at 

station 21 in order to extend the qUiet water zone along the right bank and 
to defleot the current towards the left bank, thus reducing the degree of 

separation and increasing the velocity along the bank. The placement of dike 

4 did increase the low velooity region along the right bank down to station 
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;0 and did shift the transverse velocity profile towards the left bank so 
that the higher velooity now extended downstream approximately to station 

27. This shift in transverse velooity profile is olearly shown in Chart 5. 
Chart 6 shows that at station 27.5 the shift towards the left is negligible, 
and at station ;0 it appears that the transverse profile has aotually drifted 
towards the right bank_ The shift in the transverse profile towards the left 

bank was suffioient to move some of the sand previously deposited in this 

area, and the inoreased velooity due to the oonstriotion was suffioient to 
start the movement of some of the gravel partioles in the armor layer over the 

sand. This erosion oan be seen in Photo 7 where some of the partioles 

oolored blaok and placed in transverse strips on the gravel bed have been 
removed from the area near the centerline of the river. 

Test D-12. Dikes 2. 3. 4, ang 2 

The results of the previous experiments indicated that the region of 

streamflow adjustment moved downstream as additional dikes were plaoed and 

that the effeot of dike 4 was not evident past station ;0. In order to 
oontinue the progression of dikes, dike 5 was placed at station 25. The 

positioning of the successive dikes was governed by the developing trans
verse velocity profile and the general flow pattern so that the spacing was 
the maximum oapable of continuing the adjustment in velooity profiles and 
patterns. With the placement of dike 5 at station 25 the low velocity zone 
along the right bank now extended down to the bridge and along the east bank. 

',', 

• The high velocity now was shifted enough to have an even distribut.~on as the 

flow entered that portion of the channel protected by riprap just upstream of 

the bridge. This was a desirable condition because then the heavy armoring 
revetment, partioularly on the right or west side of the river, would not be 

subjected to attack by tbehigh velooities that previously existed along this 

bank. Photo 8 is a view of the flow pattern generated by the installation of 

dike 5 and shows that the region of qUiet water behind dike 5 has extended 
down to the bridge seotions. Further, the introduction of dike 5 has changed 

the angle of the streamlines relative to the pier alignment from 19 degrees 
to approximately 13 degrees. Because of the constriction, the velooity in 

this region has increased to approximately 16 ft per second for this dis

oharge. The transverse velocity profile generated by the placement of dike 5 
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in addition to the previous dikes is shown in Chart 6. This chart shows 

that the transverse velocity profile has been very appreciably shifted 

towards the left bank in the regions near stations 27., and 30. The profile 

at station ;2 shows that at the bridge sections the velooity profile is 

symmetrical with the ohannel cross section. 

Test D-IJ. Dikes 2, 3. 4. 52 an~ 6 

An additional dike, dike 6, was placed at station 29 to determine if 

'any further improvement could be obtained by such additional dikes. From 

Chart 6 the transverse velocity profile appears to have been shifted too far 

towards the left bank and probably would be erosive to the Iowa side of the 

channel as it passes into the bridge sections. Photo 9 shows the rather 

excessive deflection of the flow caused by the presence of dike 6 so that the 

zone of qUiet water downstream of dike 6 has become oonsiderably enlarged. 

It appears that benefits obtained by the use of dike 6 in this area are 

inappreciable. 

Infl~e of Dike Field on Erosjon of Sedim~nt 

Upon the completion of the experiments to establish the dike field 

based upon transverse velocity patterns, a test was made to qualitatively 

examine the erosion and transport of bed sediment. Since the bed of the Big 

Sioux River contained a high clay-silt content with a relatively high 

cohesiveness, it is not possible to duplicate it in the model. In order to 

delineate.the erosion pattern a fine sand was used to mold part of the model 

in the area near the left bank. This area is now subjected to greater 

erosive forces because of the presence of the dikes on the right bank. With 

dikes 29 3, 4, 5, and 6 in place a discharge of 10,000 cfs was run through 

the model. There was no apparent movement of the sand at this discharge so 

the flow was increased to 20,000 cfs. The velocities created by this dis. 

charge caused an immediate movement of the sand as bedload. The transport 

of sediment was rather general so that detailed geometry of the erosion 

pattern could not be established. For this discharge much of the sand was 

finally de~osited in the deeper channel just upstream of the bridges. Photo 

9 is an overall view of the flow pattern upstream of the bridges with the 
dikes in place for a discharge of 20,000 cfs. Seen through the water is the 
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fine sand bed, the material of which is being transported down the river 
towards the bridge section. The photograph shows the relatively quiet water 

and the flow pattern between the dikes on the lett bank. 

~scellaneous Tests on th@ D~kes 

An experiment was made to observe the effect of length of dike on 

immediate flew pattern. The length of the dike as tinally established for 

the test was determined by the characteristios of the transverse velocity 
profiles and the magnitudes of the velocities. This was done by trial until 

the flow patte~ns seemed to be the most appropriate for the situation. In 
order to co~pare and determine the effect of length of a dike on the pattern, 
dike 2 was lengthened by 10 ft and velocity profiles were taken upstrerou and 
downstream of the dike. From these observations it appeared that there was 

a negligible upstream effect while downstream the velocity profile was shifted 

to the left in proportion to the inorease in length of the dike. Photo 11 

shows the flow pattern as generated by this dike and the only apparent effect 

is to further oonstrict the flow in this region. 

An additional test was also run to determine if an additional dike 

upstream of dike 2 would be needed or useful. Dike 1 was set at station 9 
above the footbridge. Chart 4 shows the velocity patterns caused by this 
dike. The only appreciable effeot on the velocity was to shift the trans
verse profile at station 10 away from the right bank without appreciably 

shifting it towards the left bank. From this it might be conoluded that the 
benefits of dike 1 on the flow pattern in the system were negli"gible. 

A final test was made of the effect of the angle of the dike on the 

streamlines of the flow patte~. This test Was striotly exploratory and was 
not sufticiently definitive to provide usetuldata on the influenoe of dike 

alignment different from the perpendicular. From the velocity profiles and 

the flow pattern there was no appreciable improvement in this instance. 

FUrther study of this aspect at dike systems would be useful. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the experiments to determine optimum spacing and length 

of dikes along the right bank of the river are given in Chart 7 which shows 
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the positions of the proposed dikes and the transverse velooity profiles 
generated by these dikes. It is apparent from the ohart that the high 
velocities have been shifted towards the left bank and that an appreciable 
region of quiet water bas been generated along the right bank. 
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LIST OF PHOTOS 

PHOTO 1 (Serial No. 142.112) The model of the Big Sioux River in the 
neighborhood of Interstate Ip29 bridge crossing consisted of a 
stretch of about one mile oentered at the bridges and included the 
downstream bend. The model had a movable bed with a gravel armor 
layer to simulate the cohesiveness of the prototype sediment. The 
confetti streaks illustrate the flow p~.ttern. 

PHOTO . 2 (Serial No. 142-121) This photograph is a mosaic of the portion 
of the model upstream of the bridges. It shows the flow pattern 
for discharge of 55,000 cfs prior to the installation of the exper~ 
imenta1 dikes. The flow patterns resulting from the dike experi
ments should be compared with this photo to illustrate the effects 
of the dikes. The confetti streaks indicate both the velocity and 
direction of the streamline. The angle of attack of the bridge . 
piers with the flow is shown in this photo. 

PHOTO 3 (Serial No. 142-126) This photograph is a mosaic of the bed in the 
upstream portion of the model prior to the installation of dikes. 
It shows the fine sand in motion and the bed contours which have 
been dra~m on the photograph. Fine gravel was placed on the bed to 
prevent the erosion of the sediment and to simulate qualitatively 
cohesive prototype bed sediment. 

PHOTO 4 (Serial No. 142-134) Test D.8. Dike 2B has been placed at station 
15 downstream of the footbridge. The dike was 75 ft long. The 
flow pattern is shown by confetti streaks. The photo shows the , 
relatively quiet water downstream of the dike and the deflection 
of the main flow away from the right bank. 

PHOTO 5 (Serial No. 142-136) Test D-9. Dike 2 has been added upstream of 
the dike shown in Photo 4 in order to extend the zone of quiet 
water and to reduce the width of the separation zone along the 
left bank. 

PHOTO 6 (Serial No. 142-138) Test D ... IO. Dike 2B has been removed and dike 
;3 has been added for this test. The shift downstream was made in 
order to observe the effect of an increase in spacing of the flow 
pattern with the hope of reducing the number of dikes necessary. 
The increased spacing was effective in increasing the zone of 
quiet water within which a relatively regular slow movement some
what like a figure eight developed. 

PHOTO 7 (Serial No. 142.143) Test D-ll. Dike 4 has been added downstream 
of stat:i.on 20 in order to extend the zone of quiet water. The use 
of dike 4 has constricted the flow between the dikes and the left 
bank and increased the velocity. The black streaks in the photo
graph are strips of colored gravel particles placed in this area 
in order to observe the erosion of the gravel caused by the in
creased velocity. Some of the particles on the strip downstream 
of dike 4 have been removed. 
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PHOTO 8 (Serial No. l42-l45A) Test D-12. In this test dike 5 at station 
25 has been added to the dike field. The relatively quiet water 
on the right bank has been extended down to the bridges by the 
addition of dike 5. The angle of the streamlines relative to the 
pier alignment has been reduced to 1; degrees from 19 degrees that 
existed prior to the placement of dike 5. The flow has been 
shifted towards the left bank and the velocity has been increased. 
The high velocity flow now enters the section of the bridges more 
symmetrically. 

PHOTO 9 (Serial No. 142-149) Test D-1;o In order to determine whether 
another dike between dike 5 and the bridge would be helpful to the 
flow pattern, dike 6 ha.s been added. The resulting flow pattern 
is shown. The effect of the dike was to increase the transverse 
depth of the area of quiet water and to shift the transverse 
velocity profile towards the left bank. The beneficial effects of 
dike 6 were negligible and in fact may be somewhat detrimental. 

PHOTO 10 (Serial No. 142-158) This mosaic shows the character of erosion 
along the lett bank When the gravel has been replaced by fine sand. 
The disoharge is 20,000 cfs but the increased velocity along the 
left bank is conducive to considerable erosion. 

PHOTO 11 (Serial No. 142.161) Test D-18. This test was to determine the 
effectiveness of an added length of the dike ,on the realignment of 
the flow pattern. Dike 2 has been increased 10 ft in length. The 
added length constricts the flow and increases the transverse depth 
of the quiet zone but had little effect on the reduction of the 
separation zone along the left bank. The shift in the transverse 
velocity profile appeared to be directly proportional to the in
crease in length of the dike. Q = 55,000 cfs. 



PH01€ll (Seria.1..No.. 142.112) The model of the Big Sioux River in the 
neighbo-:rhJ.md of 1nt.erstat.e 1-29 bridge crossing C011sisted of a 
stre-t.elliJ.f about. one mile centered at the bridges and included 
the, dnwmmream bend. The model had a movable bed with a gravel 
armor:~-ayar to simulate. the cohesiveness of the prototype sediment. 
The ea.nf'-:st.ti streaks illustrate the now pattern. 
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PHOTO 2 (Serial No. 142-121) This photograph is a mosaic ot:the portion 
of the model upstream of the bridges. It shows the flow 
pattern tor discharge of 55,000 cts prior to the installation of 
the experimental dikes. The now patterns resulting from the 
dike experiments should be compared" 'With' this photo to illustrate 
the effects of the dikes. The co~a.tt1 streaks indicate both the 
velocity and direction ot the streamline. The angle ot attack of 
the bridge piers with the flow is shown in this photo. 
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PHOTO:3 (Serial No. 142-126) This photograph is a mosaic ot the bed. in 
the upstream portion ot the model prior to the installation ot 
dikes. It shows the fine sand in motion and the bed contours which 
have been drawn on the photograph. Fine gravel was placed on the 
bed to prevent the erosion of the sediment and to simulate 
qualitatively cohesive prototype bed sediment. 
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PHOTO 4 (Serial No. 142-134) ,Test D.8. Dike 2B has been 
plaoed at station 15 dOWnstream of the footbridge. The 
dike was 75 tt long. The flow pattern is shown by 
oOnfetti streaks. The photo shows the relatively qUiet 
water downstream of the dike and the defleotion of the 
main flow away from the right bank. 

PHOTO 5 (Serial No. 142-136) Test D-9. Dike 2 has been 
added upstream of the dike shown in Photo 4 in order 
to extend the zone of quiet water and to reduce the 
width of the separation zone along the left bank. 



Photo 4 

Photo 5 
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PHOTO 6 (Serial No. 142-138) Test D~lO. Dike "2B· has been 
removed and dike 3 has been added for this test. The 
shift downstream was made in order to observe the 
effect of an increase in spacing of the flow pattern 
with the hope of reducing the number of dikes necessary. 
The increased spacing was effective in increas~ng the 
zone of quiet water within which a relatively regular 
slow movement somewhat like a figure eight developed. 

PHOTO 7 (Serial No. 142-143) Test D-11. Dike 4 has been 
added downstream of station 20 in order to extend the 
zone of quiet water. The use of dike 4 has con
stricted the flow between the dikes and the left 
bank and increased the velocity. The black streaks 
in the photograph are strips of colored gravel 
particles placed in this area in order to observe 
the erosion of the gravel caused by the increased 
velocity. Some of the particles on the strip down
stream of dike 4 have been removed. 
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PHOTO 8 (Serial No. 142-l45A) Test D-12. In this test dike 5 at 
station 25 has been added to the dike field. The relatively 
quiet water on the right bank has been extended down to the 
bridges by the addition of dike 5. The angle of the stream
lines relative to the pier alignment has been reduced to 13 
degrees from 19 degrees that existed prior to the placement 
of dike 5. The flow has been shifted towards the left bank 
and the velocity has been increased. The high velocity flow 
now enters the section of the bridges more symmetrically. 
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PHOTO 9 (Serial No. 142-149) 'rest D-1J. In order to determine 
whether another dike between dike 5 and the bridge 
would be htllptul to the now pattern, dike 6 has been 
added" . The resulting flow pattern is' shown. The 
effeet of the dike was to increase the transverse 
depth of the area of quiet water and to shirt the 
transverse velocity profile towards the lert bank. 
The beneficial effects of dike 6 were negligible and 
in fact may be somewhat detrimental. 



Photo 9 







PHOTO 10 (Serial No. 142-158) This mosaic shows the character of 
erosion along the left bank when the gravel has been re
placed by fine sand. The discharge is 20,000 cfs but the 
increased velocity along the. left bank is conducive to 
considerable erosion. 
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PHOTO 11 (Serf.a1 l~b. 142":161) Test D-18. This test was to 
determine the effectiveness of an added length of the 
dike on the realignment of the flow pattern. Dike 
2 has been increased 10 ft in length. The added 
length constricts the flow and increases the trans~ 
verse depth of the quiet zone but had little effect 
on the reduotion of the separation zone along the 
left bank. The shift in the transverse velooity 
profile appeared to be directly proportional to the 
increase in length of the dike. Q = 55,000 ofs. 
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LIST OF CI1ARTS 

CHART 1 (142A2795.l) Big Sioux Projeot Permeable Dike Test. The layout 
of baseline in the model and its relation to aotual baselines used 
in the field. . 

CHART 2 (142B442.52) Big Sioux Project Permeable Dike Test. Contours of 
river bed and transverse velooity profiles prior to dike installa
tion. Q =55,000 cfs; model scale 1:75. 

CHART 3 (142B442-54) Big Sioux Project Permeable Dike Test. Average 
transverse velocity distribution at stations 12.5, 15, and 17.5 for 
tests D-8, D-9, and D-10. Q = 55,000 efs; model scale 1:75. 

CHART 4 (142B442-57) Big Sioux Project Permeable Dike Test. Average 
transverse velocity distribution at stations 10, 12.5, and 15 for 
tests D-10 and D-19. Q = 55,000 cfs; model scale 1:75. 

CHART 5 (142B442-55) Big Sioux Project Permeable Dike Test. Average 
transverse velocity distribution for tests D-9, D-10, D-ll, and 
D-12 at stations 20, 22.5, and 25. Q = 55,000 cfs; model scale 
1:75. 

CHART 6 (142B442.56) Big Sioux Project Permeable Dike Test. Average 
transverse velocity distribution for tests D-ll, D-12, and D-IJ at 
stations 27.5, 30, and 32. Q = 55,000 crs; model scale 1=75. 

CHART 7 (142B442~53) Big Sioux Project Permeable Dike Test. Transverse 
velooity profiles and final dike configuration upstream of bridges. 
Q = 55,000 ofs; model soale 1:75. 
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LEGEND 

Velocity profiles prior to 
installatio.n of dikes 

Velocity profiles for test D-S. 
Dike no. 2B In place 

Velocity profiles for test D-9. 
Dikes no. 2 and 2B In ploce 

CHART 3 

Velacity profiles for test D-l0. 
Dikes no. 2 and 3 In place 

1. Velocities shown are the average 
of the velocities in the vertical 
and were obtained with a cup 
type current meter. 

2. The river bed cross-sections were 
obtained from I. S. H. C. and 
Corps of Engineers contour m<:lps 
of 1964. 

3. Velocity profiles are not shown 
if there Is no change from velocity 
profile prior to dike installation. 

AVERAGE TRANSVERSE VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION FOR VARIOUS 

DIKE PLACEMENTS 
Q = 55,000 cfs 

Stage at Bridges = 1090.2 ft 
Model Scola 1:75 

BIG SIOUX PROJECT 
Iowa State Highway Commi"i¢n 

South Dakoto Deportment of Highways 
PERMEABLE DIKE TEST 

SAINT ANTHONY FALLS HYDRAULIC LABORATORY 
UNIVERSITY OF M_'NTN_E_B_O_T_A ____ -I 

DA~WN RfvL, K J r;HECKIli:D~. ' <A.' II APPROVIEO . 

• CAL~ , I DAT1E 12-1-65 NO. 142B442-54 
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LEGEND 

Velocity profiles prior to 
installation of dikes 

CHART 4 

Velocity profiles for test D-l0 . 
Dikes no, 2 and 3 in place 

Velocity profiles for test D-19 . 
Dikes no. 1, 2, and 3 in place 

Notes: 

1. Velocities shown are the average 
of the velocities in the vertical 
and were obtained with a cup 
type current meter. 

2. The river bed cross-sections were 
obtained from 1. S. H, C. and 
Corps of Engineers contour maps 
of 1964. 

3, Velocity profiles are not shown 
if there is no change from velocity 
profile prior to dike installation. 

AVERAGE TRANSVERSE VElOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION FOR TEST D-l'9 

(Effect of Placing Dike No.1 
Upstream of Bend in River)' 

Q" 55,000 cf. 
Stage at Bridges" 1 090. 2 ft 

Model Scale 1 :75 

BIG SIOUX PROJECT 
lowu Siole Highway Commission 

South Dakota Department of Highways 
PERMEABLE DIKE TEST 

SAINT ANTHONY FALLS HYDRAULIC LABORATORY 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

DRAWN RM K II CHECKED. )~:~.' .~. r ~A ... P!:!.P:!R~O.~V~.D~. -:-:-=--=----1 
PATe 12-1.-65 IND. 1428442-57 SCAL,.E 
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LEGEND 

Velocity profiles prior to 
instollatian of dikes 

Velocity profiles for test D-9. 
Dikes no. 2 and 2B in place 

CHART 5 

Velocity profiles for test D-lO. 
Dikes no. 2 and 3 in place 

Velocity profiles for test D-ll . 
Dikes no. 2, 3, and 4 in place 

.. Velocity profiles for test D-12. 
Dikes no. 2, 3, 4 and 5 In place 

Notes: 

1. Velocities shown are the average 
of the velocities in the vertical 
and were obtained with a cup 
type current meter . 

2. The river bed cross-sections were 
obtained from I.S.H.C. and 
Corp. of Engineers contour maps 
of 1964. 

3. Velocity profiles are not shown 
if there is no change from velocity 
profile prior to dike installotion. 

AVERAGE TRANSVERSE VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION FOR VARIOUS 

DIKE PLACEMENTS 
Q ~ 55,000 cfs 

Stage at Bridges ~ 1090.2 ft 
Model Scale 1 :75 

BIG SIOUX PROJECT 
Iowa State Highway Commisslan 

Sauth Dakota Department af Highways 
PERMEABLE DIKE TEST 

SAINT ANTHONY FALLS HYDRAULIC LABORATORY 
I UNIVERSI"':'V .OF_:~IN.;:N:::.E::S:.:O:.:Tc:.A,-___ _ 
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CHART 6 

LEGEND 

Velocity profiles prior to 
instQllation of dikes 

Velocity profiles for test D-ll • 
Dikes no. 2, 3 and 4 in place 

Vel oeity profiles for test D-12 • 
Dikes no. 2, 3, 4 and 5 in place 

Velocity profiles for'test D-13. 
Dikes no. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 In place 

Nates: 

1. Veloelties shown ore the average 
of the velocities in the vertical 
and were obtained with a cup 
type cu'rrent meter. 

2. The river bed cross~sectlons were 
obtained from I. S. H, C. and 
Corps of Engineers contour maps 
of 1964, 

3. Velocity profiles ore not shawn 
if there is no change from velocity 
profile prior to dike lnstallotlon. 

AVERAGE TRANSVERSI; VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION FOR VARIOUS 

DIKE PLACEMENTS 
Q = 55,000 cfs 

StClge at Bridges = 1090.2 ft 
Model Scale 1:75 
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CHART 7 

Model Basel ine in Feet 
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Not".: 
'I. PlotMd velocities ar~, thi! aV'W'lg~ 

of th" v"lodties in tl,,, vNti:al 
ant: w,',r~ obtai",,>:! with a cur 
typ" current met~ r. 

2. Dlr~l,tion of flow on velocity 
profiles obt'ained from photos, 

3. Contours were obtaino'; from the 
Corf's of Engin"",. anoJ I. S.H.C. 
data of 1964, 
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MODEL DIKE LOCATIONS 
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V~locity Scale! i in. = 4i Fps 
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TRANSVERSE VELOCJTY 'ROfILES 
FOR FINAL DIKE CONFIGURATION 

Q = 55,000 cfs 
Stage at Bridges = 1090,2 ft 

Model ~cale 1175 
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